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Invasion of intersection - emotion & body
There is never an absolute good or bad. It is a question of the relation between the subject and me. I thought of what my body could signify from the viewpoint of a third party. To myself, it might be a physical body but from a view from the outside, it could become an object or an architectural structure. Is there such a thing as an intrinsic element? Let us seriously study how distorted and transformed the essence can become through the relations we create. A third party photographed my body from an external viewpoint, using the element of color. In the pictures, my body surpasses the qualities of a human body and becomes a sculpture that conveys a new message.

‘a sculpture that conveys a new message’
The Human body is the most rudimentary subject common among all people. Before we communicate with others, we must understand our own bodies. I visualized the understanding of the relationship between the other and me. The artist Seong-dong Moon painted my body colorfully, and the photos of my body taken from this process became a mechanism for challenging the interpretation and reception of body image. I make various movements with paint on my body. These movements are very basic bodily gestures. Each of my movements signals a different message to the viewers.

Painter. The artist Seong Don Moon
2012. Acrylic on my body
Photographer. Yoo Rim Park
Location. After the rain Studio
+82.(0)2.324.0248
“Certeau’s investigations into the realm of routine practices, or the “arts of doing” such as walking, talking, reading, dwelling, and cooking, were guided by his belief that despite repressive aspects of modern society, there exists an element of creative resistance to these strictures enacted by ordinary people.- from wiki

“Your personal data becomes source of personal drawing.”
“Anyone can be artist, people can express their feeling in that way.”

**People**

“people want to express their emotion & feeling”

**Art**

**Pop culture**

“Color spotting and drawing based on personal information”

**Life Log**

**Archives of our lives**

daum load view

Instagram

Collecting images about surroundings

**Personal information**

Some people want to share but some does not.

GPS “Track me”

Daily devices and personal information

**human nature**
GPS Tracking of 15th of Sept
GPS Tracking of 15th of Sept
GPS Tracking of 15th of Sept
GPS Tracking of 15th of Sept
GPS Tracking of 15th of Sept
GPS Tracking of 15th of Sept
GPS Tracking of 15th of Sept
we can suggest every temporary Color pallet based on data base.
Color pallet - dominant color of the data

Concentration between water and color - the time you stay
For examples

1) Jackson Pollock
2) 1948 Number 1A, Jackson Pollock
3) Blube pole, Jackson Pollock